1. Introduction {#Sec1}
===============

Metabolism can be regarded as a network of chemical reactions activated by enzymes and connected via their substrates and products, and a metabolic pathway can be regarded as a coordinated sequence of biochemical reactions ([@CR7]). The definition of a metabolic pathway is not exact, and most pathways constitute indeed highly intertwined cyclic networks. In a cell, the substrates of a pathway are usually the products of another pathway, and there are junctions where pathways meet or cross ([@CR18]).

The analysis of metabolic pathways is motivated by the rapidly increasing quantity of available information on metabolic pathways for different organisms. One of the most comprehensive sources of metabolic pathway data is the Roche Applied Science Biochemical Pathways chart ([@CR22]). There are also several databases on metabolic pathways, such as aMAZE ([@CR19]), BRENDA ([@CR27]), MetaCyc ([@CR6]), KEGG ([@CR16]), and WIT ([@CR23]). These databases contain hundreds of metabolic pathways and thousands of biochemical reactions, and even the metabolic pathway for a small organism constitutes a large network. For instance, the proposed metabolic pathway for the bacterium *E. coli* consists of 436 compounds (substrates, products, and intermediate compounds) linked by 720 reactions ([@CR10]).

An artificial chemistry ([@CR8]), on the other hand, is a computational model of a chemical system that consists of a set of objects (molecules), a set of reaction rules (that allow for the production of new molecules from already existing molecules), and a definition of the dynamics of the system (that is, application conditions for the reaction rules), aimed at answering qualitative questions about the chemical system. Thus, artificial chemistries model real chemistries, in which molecules represent chemical compounds and reaction rules represent chemical reactions and, in particular, artificial chemistries model organic chemistries ([@CR2], [@CR3], [@CR4]).

The chemical description of molecules in an artificial chemistry can be made at different levels of resolution, from simple molecular descriptors to structural formulas. One of these representations are *chemical graphs*, with nodes corresponding to the atoms of the molecules and edges indicating the bonds between them. Chemists have used chemical graphs to distinguish isomers since the second half of the nineteenth century, and in first course organic chemistry classes, chemical reactions are explained in terms of constitutional formulas and a handful of reaction mechanisms, which are nothing but chemical graphs and rules to modify them by means of breaking, forming, and changing the type of bonds. This leads in a natural way to artificial chemistries based on labeled graphs as molecules and graph transformation rules as reactions. Several such artificial chemistries have been proposed so far: see, for instance, ([@CR2], [@CR3], [@CR4]; [@CR21]; [@CR25]).

Artificial chemistries can also be used to model biochemical systems such as metabolic pathways, in which molecules represent metabolites and reaction rules represent biochemical reactions ([@CR26]), and they allow for answering qualitative questions about metabolism. In this paper, we present an efficient method to build a substantial portion of the artificial chemistry defined by the metabolites and biochemical reactions in a given metabolic pathway. Our method is based on bidirectional chemical search, and its implementation uses chemical graphs to represent sets of molecules. We report also on the results of some experiments applying this method to pathways stored in KEGG, which reveal novel biochemical pathways.

2. Modeling biochemical reactions as chemical graph transformations {#Sec2}
===================================================================

Following ([@CR25]), by a *chemical graph*, we understand a complete labeled weighted graph (*V,E, ℓ,μ*), with (*V, E*) an undirected graph (without multiple edges or self-loops), *ℓ* a labeling mapping that labels every node *v* ∈ *V* with a chemical element *ℓ*(*υ*), and *μ* : *E* → ℕ an edge weight function. We shall denote the weight of the edge joining nodes *υ* and *w* by *μ*(*υ, w*); notice that *μ*(*υ, w*) = *μ*(*w, υ*) because the graph is undirected. A weight of 0 stands for a nonexisting bond, a weight of 1 for a single bond, a weight of 2 for a double bond, etc. The *valence* of a node in a chemical graph is the total weight of the edges incident to it.

To simplify the language, we shall call a *multi-molecule* to any set of molecules. Such a multi-molecule is described by the disjoint union of the chemical graphs representing the molecules and then adding weight 0 edges between atoms of different molecules. In this way, the molecules in the set are identified as maximal connected subgraphs with nonzero weight edges; see Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}. Fig. 1A multi-molecule and a simplified representation of it as a chemical graph. Only some weight 0 edges that make the graph connected are shown for clarity.

Given two chemical graphs *G*~1~ = (*V*~1~,*E*~1~, *ℓ*~1~,*μ*~1~) and *G*~2~ = (*V*~2~,*E*~2~, *ℓ*~2~,*μ*~2~), an *atom mapping* between them is a bijection *M* : *V*~1~ → *V*~2~ such that, for every *υ*~1~ ∈ *V*~1~: $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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When there exists an atom mapping between two chemical graphs *G*~1~ and *G*~2~, these chemical graphs (and the multi-molecules they represent) are said to be *compatible*: this means that they have the same number of nodes for each possible pair (label, valence). Notice that there is no stereochemical information in this simplified representation, and thus stereoisomers are represented by the same chemical graph. There is no electrical charge information either, and anions and cations are also represented by the same chemical graph.

A *chemical reaction graph* is a structure *R* = (*G*~1~,*G*~2~,*M*), where *G*~1~ = (*V*~1~, *E*~1~, *ℓ*~1~, *μ*~1~) and *G*~2~ = (*V*~2~,*E*~2~, *ℓ*~2~,*μ*~2~) are compatible chemical graphs, called the *substrate* and the *product* chemical graphs, respectively, and *M* : *V*~1~ → *V*~2~ is an atom mapping between them.

The application of a chemical reaction graph to a given chemical graph, consists of breaking, forming, and changing bonds in a subgraph of the chemical graph which is isomorphic to the substrate of the chemical reaction graph. Reversible chemical reaction graphs can also be applied in the opposite direction, by breaking, forming, and changing bonds in a subgraph of the chemical graph which is isomorphic to the product of the chemical reaction graph.

The *size* of an atom mapping *M* between two chemical graphs *G*~1~ = (*V*~1~,*E*~1~, *ℓ*~1~,*μ*~1~) and *G*~2~ = (*V*~2~,*E*~2~,*ℓ*~2~,*μ*~2~) is given by $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Given two compatible chemical graphs *G*~1~ = (*V*~1~,*E*~1~, *ℓ*~1~,*μ*~1~) and *G*~2~ = (*V*~2~,*E*~2~, *ℓ*~2~*μ*~2~), an *optimal* atom mapping between them is an atom mapping of minimal size, which always exists (but it needs not be unique). An optimal atom mapping models the classical principle of minimum structure change, by which a chemical reaction normally occurs through the redistribution of the minimum number of valence electrons, that is, the formation and breaking of the least number of covalent bonds ([@CR31]).

The *size* of a chemical reaction graph *R* = (*G*~1~,*G*~2~,*M*) is simply the size of the corresponding atom mapping *M*.

3. Reconstructing metabolic pathways by bidirectional chemical search {#Sec3}
=====================================================================

Artificial chemistries ([@CR9]) are computational models of chemical systems and, in particular, of biochemical systems such as metabolic pathways. An artificial chemistry consists of a set of *molecules*, a set of *reaction rules* that produce new molecules from already existing molecules, and the definition of the *dynamics* of the system, which specifies the application conditions of the rules, the preference in their application, etc. ([@CR26]).

A metabolic pathway can be regarded as a coordinated sequence of biochemical reactions and is often described in symbolic terms, as a succession of transformations of one set of *substrate* molecules into another set of *product* molecules ([@CR24]). Substrate and product must be compatible chemical graphs for a pathway between them to exist ([@CR24], [@CR25], [@CR26]).

Metabolic pathways are often represented as directed hypergraphs, with substrate and product molecules as nodes and biochemical reactions as hyperarcs. Since a chemical graph can represent the disjoint union of a set of molecules, though, the equivalent representation of artificial chemistries and, in particular, metabolic pathways as directed graphs becomes more natural. An artificial chemistry defined by a set of chemical reaction graphs, is thus represented as a directed second-order graph with the chemical graphs that represent the sets of substrate and product molecules as vertices and applications of the chemical reaction graphs, including information on atom mapping, as arcs.

Unfortunately, the size of the artificial chemistry defined by a set*M* of chemical graphs and a set *R* of chemical reaction graphs is often exponential in the size of *M* and *R*, and thus artificial chemistries are known for very small instances only, involving a few dozens of molecules and biochemical reactions. Therefore, we consider in this paper the problem of obtaining a substantial portion of the artificial chemistry defined by a set of biochemical reactions while avoiding the complexity of reconstructing the whole artificial chemistry.

The constraints we impose on the reconstruction process are threefold: The *initial chemical graphs* represent all sets of at most *m* metabolites among those involved in the set *R* of reactions, for some fixed, but arbitrary, *m* (in examples and applications in this paper we shall always take *m* = 2).The reconstruction process is restricted to a fixed, but arbitrary, number *k* of derivation steps.The initial and final sets of metabolites of every metabolic pathway belong to the set of initial chemical graphs.

While the first two constraints (on the size of the initial chemical graphs and the lengths of the metabolic pathways under inspection) are motivated by complexity considerations alone, the third constraint allows for directing the search of new metabolic pathways *inside* the artificial chemistry. That is, instead of building the artificial chemistry by applying the biochemical reactions in every possible way to each of the initial chemical graphs, we perform a bidirectional search by constructing *forward* metabolic pathways of length at most *k* starting in initial chemical graphs and *backward* metabolic pathways of length at most *k* ending in initial chemical graphs, and then gluing them to obtain all metabolic pathways of length at most 2*k starting and ending* in initial chemical graphs.

Given a set *R* of biochemical reactions and a number *k* of derivation steps, the detailed procedure for reconstructing all metabolic pathways of length up to 2*k* using the metabolites and reactions in *R* and starting and ending in multi-molecules of at most *m* components, is the following: First, we extract the set *M* of all chemical graphs representing sets of at most *m* any metabolites appearing in substrates and products of the reactions in *R*. We call the elements of *M* the *initial chemical graphs*.Next, we identify all compatibility classes in *M* (maximal subsets of compatible initial chemical graphs). Biochemical reactions transform chemical graphs into compatible chemical graphs and, therefore, the origin and the end of a metabolic pathway will be compatible sets of metabolites. Thus, since we restrict ourselves to metabolic pathways starting and ending in initial chemical graphs, we can restrict ourselves to search for metabolic pathways starting and ending in each compatibility class of initial chemical graphs.Then each compatibility class *C* in *M* is considered as a set of potential substrates *C*~*F*~^(0)^ and a set of potential products *C*~*R*~^(0)^ for the reactions in *R*.For every *i* = 1, ..., *k*, the forward application of the reactions in *R* to the elements of *C*~*F*~^(*i*−1)^ produces a set of multi-molecules *C*~*F*~^(*i*)^, while the reverse application of these reactions to the molecules in *C*~*R*~^(*i*−1)^ produces a set of multi-molecules *C*~*R*~^(*i*)^.Any nonempty intersection of a set obtained by forward application and a set obtained by reverse application of reactions yields a new pathway between elements of *C*. To avoid repetitions, it is enough to check whether each *C*~*F*~^(*i*)^ intersects *C*~*R*~^(*i*)^ and *C*~*R*~^(*i*−1)^. More specifically: For *i* = 1, the forward application of the reactions in *R* to the molecules in *C*~*F*~^(0)^ produces a set *C*~*F*~^(1)^ of new molecules, and the reverse application of the reactions in *R* to the molecules in *C*~*R*~^(0)^ produces a set *C*~*R*~^(1)^ of new molecules. ![](11538_2008_Article_9380_Fig3.gif){#N0x1e24b60N0x2e06de0}ThenEvery member of *C*~*F*~^(1)^ ∩ *C*~*R*~^(0)^ yields a new pathway *C*~*F*~^(0)^ → *C*~*F*~^(1)^ ∩ *C*~*R*~^(0)^ of length 1.Every member of *C*~*F*~^(1)^ ∩ *C*~*R*~^(1)^ yields a new pathway *C*~*F*~^(0)^ → *C*~*F*~^(1)^ ∩ *C*~*R*~^(1)^ → *C*~*R*~^(0)^ of length 2.For *i* = 2, the forward application of the reactions in *R* to the molecules in *C*~*F*~^(1)^ produces a set *C*~*F*~^(2)^ of new molecules, and the reverse application of the reactions in *R* to the molecules in *C*~*R*~^(1)^ produces a set *C*~*R*~^(2)^ of new molecules. ![](11538_2008_Article_9380_Fig4.gif){#N0x1e24b60N0x2e07aa0}ThenEvery member of *C*~*F*~^(2)^ ∩ *C*~*R*~^(1)^ yields a new pathway of length 3 $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$$.The following result shows that in this way we obtain all metabolic pathways of length at most 2*k* under constraints (1) and (3) above.**Lemma 1.***For every i* = 1, ..., *k, all metabolic pathways of length* 2*i*−1 *and* 2*i starting and ending in initial chemical graphs are obtained in the ith iterative step of the procedure explained above*.*Proof:* If $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$$ is a pathway with *m*~0~ and *m*~2*i*−1~ initial chemical graphs, then *m*~*j*~ ∈ *C*~*F*~^(*j*)^ for every *j* = 0, ..., *i* and *m*~2*i*−1−*l*~ ∈ *C*~*R*~^(l)^ for every *l* = 0, ..., *i* − 1, and hence in particular, *m*~*i*~ ∈ *C*~*F*~^(*i*)^ ∩ *C*~*R*~^(*i*−1)^. Therefore, this path is obtained in the *i*th iterative step of the procedure explained aboveOn the other hand, if $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$$ is a pathway with *m*~0~ and *m*~2*i*~ initial chemical graphs, then *m*~*j*~ ∈ *C*~*F*~^(*j*)^ for every *j* = 0, ..., *i* and *m*~2*i*−*l*~ ∈ *C*~*R*~^(l)^ for every *l* = 0, ..., *i*, and hence, in particular, *m*~*i*~ ∈ *C*~*F*~^(*i*)^ ∩ *C*~*R*~^(*i*)^. Therefore, this path is also obtained in the *i*th iterative step of that procedure.

*Example 1*. Let *a, b, c, d, e, f* be metabolites such that *b, d, e, f* are compatible with each other, *a* is compatible with *b* + *b* and *c* is compatible with *b* + *b* + *b*. Consider the toy artificial chemistry given by the following reactions (where only the first four reactions are reversible): $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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$$\eqalign{ & a + b \leftrightarrow c,a \leftrightarrow d + e,b + d \leftrightarrow b + e,b + b \leftrightarrow d + f,\cr & c \to e + b + b,d + d \to a,a + f \to b + e + e \cr} $$
\end{document}$$

Let us look for metabolic pathways starting and ending with metabolites and pairs of metabolites *a*, ..., *f* globally compatible with *b* + *b* + *b*. Then the set *M* of all initial chemical graphs can be identified with the set of monomials of total weight at most 2 over the alphabet {*a, b, c, d, e, f* } and the class *C* of the initial chemical graphs compatible with *bbb* (we omit henceforth the + sign for simplicity) is $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$$. So, we are looking for metabolic pathways starting and ending in elements of this set *C*. The intermediate multi-molecules of these pathways will belong to the set of all multimolecules formed by metabolites *a, b, c, d, e, f* compatible with *bbb*: these are the multimolecules in *C* plus any combination of three metabolites *b, d, e, f*.
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\end{document}$$, we obtain the following one step derivations: *C*~*F*~^(0)^→*C*~*F*~^(1)^*C*~*R*~^(1)^→*C*~*R*~^(0)^*c*→(*ab, bbe*)(*def , ddf*)→*afab*→(*c, bde*)(*dde, dee*)→*aead*→*dde*(*dde, ddd*)→*adae*→*dee*(*c, bde, bdd*)→*abaf*→(*def, bee*)*ab*→*c*

Notice that some elements of *C*~*F*~^(1)^ and *C*~*R*~^(1)^ do no longer belong to *M*, as we warned
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\end{document}$$. From these intersections, we deduce that all metabolic pathways of lengths 1 and 2 starting and ending in *C* are $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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For *k* = 2, we obtain: *C*~*F*~^(0)^→*C*~*F*~^(1)^→*C*~*F*~^(2)^*C*~*R*~^(2)^→*C*~*R*~^(1)^→*C*~*R*~^(0)^*c*→(*ab, bbe*)→((*c, bde*), (*bbd, def*))((*af , bbe*), *bbd*)→(*def , ddf*)→*afab*→(*c, bde*)→((*ab, bbe*), (*ab, bdd, bee*))(*ad, ae*)→(*dde, dee*)→*aead*→*dde*→(*ad, ae*)(*ad*, Ø)→(*dde, ddd*)→*adae*→*dee*→*ae*(*ab*, (*ab, bdd, bee*), *bde*)→(*c, bde, bdd*)→*abaf*→(*def , bee*)→((*af , bbe*), *bde*)(*c, bde, bdd*)→*ab*→*c* Then $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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$$C_F^{\left( 2 \right)} \cap C_R^{\left( 2 \right)} = \left\{ {c,ab,ad,ae,af,bbd,bbe,bdd,bde,bee} \right\}$$
\end{document}$$. From these intersections, we deduce that all metabolic pathways of lengths 3 and 4 starting and ending in *C* are *c* → *ab* → *c* → *ab*,*c* → *ab* → *bde* → *ab*,*ab* → *c* → *ab* → *c*,*ab* → *bde* → *bdd* → *ab*,*af* → *bee* → *bde* → *ab*,*c* → *bbe* → *def* → *af*,*ab* → *bde* → *ab* → *c*,*c* → *ab* → *c* → *ab* → *c*,*c* → *bbe* → *bbd* → *ddf* → *af*,*c* → *ab* → *bde* → *ab* → *c*,*c* → *ab* → *bde* → *bdd* → *ab*,*ab* → *c* → *ab* → *c* → *ab*,*ab* → *c* → *ab* → *bde* → *ab*,*ab* → *c* → *bbe* → *def* → *af*,*ab* → *bde* → *ab* → *c* → *ab*,*ab* → *bde* → *ab* → *bde* → *ab*,*ab* → *bde* → *bdd* → *ab* → *c*,*ab* → *bde* → *bdd* → *bde* → *ab*,*ab* → *bde* → *bee* → *bde* → *ab*,*ad* → *dde* → *ad* → *dde* → *ad*,*ad* → *dde* → *ad* → *dde* → *ae*,*ad* → *dde* → *ae* → *dde* → *ae*,*ae* → *dee* → *ae* → *dde* → *ae*,*af* → *def* → *af* → *def* → *af*,*af* → *def* → *bbe* → *def* → *af*,*af* → *bee* → *bde* → *ab* → *c*.*af* → *bee* → *bde* → *bdd* → *ab*,

As it can be seen in the previous example, the raw application of the procedure explained above generates all metabolic pathways of length up to 2*k* starting and ending in sets of at most *m* metabolites used by the reactions in *R*, but most of these metabolic pathways will be redundant, for instance because they are cyclic, or because they do not contain any new multi-molecule that has not appeared in shorter metabolic pathways. Therefore, several reconstruction problems may be addressed in this context. In this work, we consider only three of them: to produce all metabolic pathways of length up to 2*k*to produce all shortest metabolic pathways of length up to 2*k*to produce all minimal acyclic metabolic pathways of length up to 2*k* in all cases under restrictions (1) to (3) made explicit above.

Here, by a *shortest* metabolic pathway between metabolite sets *I* and *F*, we understand a metabolic pathway from *I* to *F* of shortest length among all metabolic pathways from *I* to *F*, and by a *minimal acyclic* metabolic pathway we understand a metabolic pathway that contain no directed cycles and no other, shorter metabolic pathways with intermediates in *I* or *F*. For instance, the shortest path derivation $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$$ in Example 1 is acyclic but not minimal, because it contains the derivation *c* → *bbe* → *def* → *af*, while the minimal acyclic derivation $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$$ is not shortest, because there is a shorter derivation *c* → *bbe* → *def* → *af* from *c* to *af* .

We give our reconstruction algorithms in full pseudocode next. Algorithm 1 one formalizes the procedure explained above.

The first three lines of this algorithm produce the different compatibility classes of initial chemical graphs. Then for each compatibility class *C* and for each *i* = 1, ..., *k*: It receives the sets *I*~*F*~ = *C*~*F*~^(*i*−1)^ and *I*~*R*~ = *C*~*R*~^(*i*−1)^ of the results of all direct and reverse applications, respectively, of *i* − 1 consecutive rules in *R* to multi-molecules in *C* (when *i* = 1, *C*~*F*~^(0)^ = *C* and *C*~*R*~^(0)^ = *C*) and it produces the sets *N*~*F*~ = *C*~*F*~^(*i*)^ and *N*~*R*~ = *C*~*R*~^(*i*)^ of the results of all direct and reverse applications, respectively, of rules in *R* to multimolecules in *I*~*F*~ and *I*~*R*~, respectively. That is, the sets of the results of all direct and reverse applications, respectively, of *i* consecutive rules in *R* to multi-molecules in *C*.The lines starting with *output* call a procedure that outputs the list of all metabolic pathways of lengths 2*i* − 1 and 2*i* obtained so far. When *i* = 1: the first *output* line gives all length 1 pathways *m* → *m*~*f*~^(1)^, with *m* ∈ *C*,the second *output* line gives all length 2 pathways *m* → *m*~*r*~^(1)^ → *m*′ with *m,m*′ ∈ *C*.And when *i* \> 1:**Algorithm 1.** Given a set *R* of biochemical reactions and a number *k* of derivation steps, obtain the set of all metabolic pathways of length up to 2*k* using the metabolites and reactions in *R* starting and ending in sets of at most *m* metabolites among those involved in the reactions in *R*. ![](11538_2008_Article_9380_Fig6.gif){#N0x1e24b60N0x2e60a30}Thefirst *output* line gives all length 2*i* − 1 pathways $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$$ with *m,m*′ ∈ *C*.The second *output* line gives all length 2*i* pathways $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$$ with *m,m*′ ∈ *C*.

Algorithm 2 produces a metabolic network (*X, Y*) containing all metabolic pathways up to a given length, where the vertex set *X* contains the initial and final metabolite sets together with all those new metabolite sets produced by the forward and reverse application of the given biochemical reactions, and the arc set *Y* consists of all direct derivations thus obtained.

Now, upon the metabolic network (*X, Y*) obtained with the previous algorithm, the set of all shortest metabolic pathways of length up to 2*k*, using the metabolites and reactions in *R* starting and ending in sets of at most *m* metabolites among those involved in the reactions in *R*, can be obtained by using an all-pairs shortest path algorithm ([@CR8]; [@CR14]; [@CR15]; [@CR30]) upon each element of *C* as source vertex and each element of *C* as target vertex in turn.

**Algorithm 2.** Given a set *R* of biochemical reactions and a number *k* of derivation steps, obtain the metabolic network (*X, Y*) containing all metabolic pathways of length up to 2*k*, using the metabolites and reactions in *R* starting and ending in sets of at most *m* metabolites among those involved in the reactions in *R*. ![](11538_2008_Article_9380_Fig7.gif){#N0x1e24b60N0x2e61810}

*Example 2*. The toy artificial chemistry of Example 1, obtained from the class *C* = {*c, ab, ad, ae, af*} of the initial chemical graphs compatible with *bbb* by bidirectional search of metabolic pathways of length up to 4, is the following: ![](11538_2008_Article_9380_Fig8.gif){#N0x1e24b60N0x2e619f0} Then the enumeration of all-pairs shortest paths in (*X, Y*) starting and ending in the elements of *C* = {*c, ab, ad, ae, af*} produces the following derivations: $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$$.

Algorithm 3 extracts the set of all minimal acyclic metabolic pathways of length up to 2*k*, using the metabolites and reactions in *R* starting and ending in sets of at most *m* metabolites among those involved in the reactions in *R*, from the metabolic network (*X, Y*) produced by Algorithm 2.

In this algorithm, each path of the form *u* → ...→ *υ* is extended in all possible ways by arcs in *Y* of the form *υ* → *w* until reaching an element *w* ∈ *C*, where the test *w* ∉ *p* ensures the resulting paths are acyclic.

**Algorithm 3.** Given a metabolic network (*X, Y*) and a set *C* of initial and final metabolite sets, enumerate all minimal acyclic metabolic pathways contained in (*X, Y*) which start and end in metabolite sets from *C*. ![](11538_2008_Article_9380_Fig9.gif){#N0x1e24b60N0x2e623b0} where *acyclic(C,E, υ, p*) is defined as follows: ![](11538_2008_Article_9380_Fig10.gif){#N0x1e24b60N0x2e62470}

*Example 3*. In the metabolic network (*X, y*) of Example 2, which corresponds to the toy artificial chemistry of Example 1, the enumeration of minimal acyclic paths starting and ending in the elements of *C* = {*c, ab, ad, ae, af*} produces the following derivations: $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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$$\eqalign{ & c \to ab,\cr & c \to bbe \to bbd \to ddf \to af\cr & c \to bbe \to def \to af,\cr & ab \to c,\cr & ad \to dde \to ae,\cr & af \to bee \to bde \to ab,\cr & af \to bee \to bde \to bdd \to ab \cr} $$
\end{document}$$.

*Remark 1*. Notice that the shortest path derivation *ab* → *c* → *bbe* → *def* → *af* is not minimal, and the minimal acyclic derivation *c* → *bbe* → *bbd* → *ddf* → *af* is not shortest.

4. Results and discussion {#Sec4}
=========================

The size of an artificial chemistry is often exponential in the number of initial metabolites and biochemical reactions, and thus some method is needed for obtaining a significant portion of an artificial chemistry while avoiding the complexity of a complete reconstruction. The techniques we have introduced in this paper represent an important step in this direction, because they impose the only constraint on the reconstruction process that biochemical reactions be applied to combinations of at most *m* metabolites. Nevertheless, they allow for Obtaining all pathways of length up to 2*k* by bidirectional search,Storing them in a compact representation, andExtracting shortest pathways and minimal acyclic pathways from the compact representation, where *m* and *k* are the only parameters of the reconstruction algorithms.

The metabolic reconstruction algorithm was implemented as a Perl script, using the Chemistry::Reaction module from the PerlMol collection of Perl modules for computational chemistry ([@CR32]). The core of the methodology is embodied in the Chemistry::Artificial Perl module, which is available from the authors and will also be available from the PerlMol collection of Perl modules for computational chemistry ([@CR32]). This module can be used to reconstruct the artificial chemistry defined by a given set of reaction equations written in reaction SMILES format ([@CR34]). For instance, the following Perl script first stores the artificial chemistry containing all derivations of length up to 2*k* = 4 starting and ending in sets of at most *m* = 2 metabolites using the reaction equations in file rctn.smi (Algorithm 2) and then, extracts all shortest derivations and all minimal acyclic derivations (Algorithm 3). ![](11538_2008_Article_9380_Fig11.gif){#N0x1e24b60N0x2e6eed0}

We have performed a series of experiments in order to reconstruct metabolic pathways for all known reference pathway maps. The protocol we have used is as follows: Obtain reference pathway maps from the KEGG ([@CR17]) database. We have used KEGG release 42.0 in all our experiments.Solve the optimal atom mapping problem for all of the reactions in the reference pathways, using the optimal atom mapping by chemical substructure search algorithm and tool support ([@CR13]).Reconstruct metabolic pathways of length up to 8 for each reference pathway.Orient the reactions, according to the study of irreversibility of reactions in KEGG carried out in ([@CR20]).Filter out those metabolic pathways that involve irreversible reactions applied in the reverse direction.Identify the new metabolites thus obtained, by chemical structure search in CheBi ([@CR5]), MetaCyc ([@CR6]), KEGG ([@CR17]), and SciFinder Scholar ([@CR33]).Analyze the new metabolic pathways for coexistence of metabolites and enzymes in each particular organism.

Preliminary results obtained by following the aforementioned experimental protocol upon 13 of the 308 reference pathway maps in KEGG are summarized in Tables [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} and [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}. For the reference pathway map *β*-Alanine metabolism (00410), for instance, during the bidirectional chemical search for *k* = 1, the number of new metabolites was 264−106 = 158 and four new shortest pathways and also four new minimal acyclic metabolic pathways were obtained; for *k* = 2, the number of new metabolites was 293−158 = 135 and two new minimal acyclic metabolic pathways were obtained; and for *k* = 3, the number of new metabolites was 316−293 = 23, while no further new minimal acyclic pathway was found for *k* = 3, 4, and thus four new shortest pathways and six new minimal acyclic metabolic pathways were found while generating 7189 new metabolites. Table 1Number of vertices (*n*) and arcs (*m*) of the metabolic network containing all metabolic pathways of length up to 2*k* found by bidirectional chemical search upon the metabolites and reactions stored in KEGG for several reference maps (map), for *k* = 1, 2, 3, 4map*k* = 0*k* = 1*k* = 2*k* = 3*k* = 4*nnmnmnmnm*000105298706909318549318549318540002082253350458818737171278518760003031411481678228447882988677030216836000312333203320332033200004033070775687011788881214915126800051702913422943488943488943488000532016601108128529821819461822766046000615310211810211810211810211800062290235941885042108845706122126012128240007137225504418497710322531410996531410996000728808080800010022922902290229022900012029219013254344276803442768034427680001302672894429658296582965800150290290029002900290000190141401401401400022023839932643742243942643942600231184554455445544554002512444445260526052600025214623518626027422742702802820026060484148291563292967692967600271386633502788850943850943850002729511036111381113811138002803201206177825955200312962863134629800290161350390350390350390350390003001522872762872762872762872760031018838039438139638139638139600311142726272627262726003302893761803831943831943831940034012912933903855363855363855360036015724417824618224618224618200400375434543454345434004101062643202933823164283164280047113303437543754375400590870312846725501102787052144567189148240090659411811250134517801357181813571818![](11538_2008_Article_9380_Fig12.gif){#N0x1e24b60N0x2ea4c00}Table 2Number of shortest pathways (short) and the number of minimal acyclic pathways (min) of length up to 2*k* found by bidirectional chemical search upon the metabolites and reactions stored in KEGG for several reference maps (map), for *k* = 1, 2, 3, 4map*k* = 1*k* = 2*k* = 3*k* = 4shortminshortminshortminshortmin000108888888800020888888880003061064463266171400040222222220005350194526725232505217412000612020202020202020000625050505050505050000716262626262626262001202436301923098430471600220444444440025124242424002526881281281200260888888880027188812824836002726666666600280666666660029012121212121212120030046464646003101010101010101010003306666666600340222222220036044444444004104446464600590156156156180156228156228009067676767876787678![](11538_2008_Article_9380_Fig13.gif){#N0x1e24b60N0x2ebdde0}

The biological significance of these results can be assessed by examining the actual pathways found by bidirectional search, using the metabolites and reactions stored in KEGG for a particular reference pathway map. Besides obtaining again some of these reactions, an intermediate step is added in some metabolic pathways to one of the reactions stored in KEGG. For instance, using the metabolites and reactions stored in KEGG for glycine, serine, and threonine metabolism (reference pathway map 00260), we have obtained the following pathway: While the methylation of L-Serine to 2-Methylserine and demethylation of Pyruvate to Glyoxylate followed by the methylation of Glyoxylate to L-Alanine and demethylation of 2-Methylserine to Hydroxypyruvate is chemically feasible, the Serine pyruvate aminotransferase enzyme (2.6.1.51) allows for the oxidative deamination of L-Serine into L-Alanine, as stated in KEGG reaction R00585:

Among the novel metabolic pathways found by bidirectional search, using the metabolites and reactions stored in KEGG for carotenoid biosynthesis (reference pathway map 00906), we have obtained the following metabolic pathway: ![](11538_2008_Article_9380_Fig14.gif){#N0x1e24b60N0x2ebde40}

A KEGG pathway reference map contains information for several organisms. Thus, it is important to find evidence that all four metabolites appearing in this pathway are present in a same organism, and also that the enzyme activating the reverse biochemical reaction R06961 (carotene 7,8-desaturase, 1.14.99.30) is indeed expressed in that particular organism.

Carotenoid biosynthesis spans several related pathways: spheroidene, normal-spirilloxanthin, unusual-spirilloxanthin, abscisic acid biosynthesis, and astaxanthin biosynthesis. However, there are organisms whose metabolism does not include both carotenoid biosynthesis and abscisic acid biosynthesis. In fact, *Arabidopsis thaliana* (thale cress) is the only organism for which the four metabolites are annotated in KEGG to carotenoid biosynthesis, and the gene coding for carotene 7,8-desaturase, AT3G04870, is indeed expressed in *A. thaliana* ([@CR1]; [@CR28]).

On the other hand, there is a biosynthetic pathway, the plastidic 2C-methyl-Derythritol 4-phosphate (MEP) pathway that involves the four metabolites and occurs in plastids, protozoa, most bacteria, and algae ([@CR11]). In the MEP pathway, carotenoid biosynthesis is a precursor of abscisic acid biosynthesis ([@CR11], Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). In the novel metabolic pathway, alpha-Zeacarotene (C14146) and delta-Carotene (C08586) are involved in carotenoid biosynthesis whereas Abscisic aldehyde (C13455) and Abscisic alcohol (C13456) are involved in abscisic acid biosynthesis. Such a possible link between the early and later stages of the biosynthesis of steroids was established in ([@CR11]), where it is argued that only specific carotenoid intermediates (direct precursors of the abscisic acid biosynthesis) are increased or reduced, and further studied in ([@CR29]) when regulating the early stages of abscisic acid biosynthesis in plants. The new metabolic pathway, shown in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}, is thus a novel pathway in the biosynthesis of carotenoid indeed. Fig. 2A novel metabolic pathway found in the biosynthesis of steroids.

While these preliminary results already reveal a number of new biochemical pathways, the artificial chemistry reconstruction starting from all sets of at most *m* metabolites among those involved in the set of reactions (the third constraint imposed on the reconstruction process) might reveal the existence of a much larger number of new biochemical pathways for *m* \> 2. As can be seen in Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}, the number of potential biochemical reactions grows fast with *m* for the reference maps stored in KEGG. Table 3Number of potential biochemical reactions between sets of at most *m* metabolites among those involved in the reactions stored in KEGG for several reference maps. For each value of *m*, the first column gives the number of classes with two or more molecules (which indicates the possibility of a biochemical reaction among them) and the second column gives the total number of classesmap*m* = 1*m* = 2*m* = 3*m* = 4*m* = 5000106452939205552111996050294731446942601910000201379766522507068248335142917085827926400030741263714369668282886042957151233198172000312174016036595521214254907215268000409413467684986797740053536682130522583000005111343014822985379417651202107502781554000537321994392086320711631149824395251606000610451138142791823728979559561838802819470006203391362111821185855839720396257110007116027114157218183538806615644566450296510300072014711299560642207226756137001001470825226220756407912855664545272439893338175900120105039610668512885673531063464711206544100013054624610385395139026443112082646733471979200150941294744420176453551552648205587269069001900148122110656171221463148670600220063244177188462686912570024295992123313872320023102210226324820222564116621757753983002513482091122551215603748311432216043019110370025255313011239718617277894531542996649309419600026058462431002363063164964077909504252609640740027126933636221281641942236574518317256755443651130027224413894434091222145450109489389767724507002808423127624409754034765490061855102332750029083727464538956601331314646919627324517600300254251131867501819385928163830477241047724003104693932210131614017822024946430821652713082100311138627491656918923656786772091814928120033066849020881402535627203409377970174115626711990034015925525517897225211047591153763662115390700360751364110562301234255100859523095364188920040025319113796345208559503119850478114312618280041035323413296273187278154616543761007096746100471222552596701939506110810276054824900590102921340421783349144171959670620886930090618677861608131002026402026412159842719545869908
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